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Abstract—5G mmWave technology promises capacities 10 to
100 times that of 4G. However, mmWave links are very sensitive
to having direct line of sight between sender and receiver, with
dramatically fluctuating capacities due to transient blocking and
shadow fading, which can substantially degrade TCP performance. TCP-splitting proxies (SPEPs) are often used to improve
TCP performance over wireless links. We investigate current
operator SPEPs (used in 4G LTE networks) under mmWave-like
dynamics using the MONROE1 testbed. We introduce a mmWave
emulation model for an urban canyon scenario, and use it to
evaluate how current operational SPEPs impact the performance.
Our results from experiments including four operators and three
countries, indicate that SPEPs will be even more important for
5G mmWave than they are in LTE. Current 4G SPEPs provide
significant, though not optimal, benefits under mmWave-like
conditions, allowing them to be utilized as the network transitions
to 5G technology.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cellular data networks have traditionally resorted to a range
of middleboxes to optimize the use of network resources
and improve the quality of experience of common Internet
applications, among other uses. In particular, performance
enhancing proxies (PEPs) [1] are often deployed in mobile
broadband networks to cope with performance issues with
TCP over wireless links. A common approach for these proxies
is to terminate or split TCP connections at the wireless edge
for well-known applications (e.g., web browsing), setting up
two connections instead: one between the proxy and the
mobile device, another between the proxy and the Internet
host. Such splitting PEPs (SPEPs) can then optimize data
transfer over the wireless hop by means of appropriate tuning
of TCP parameters, data caching and local retransmission,
TCP segment coalescing, etc. SPEPs are widely deployed in
current mobile networks around the world [2].
Millimeter-wave (mmWave) radio links, operating first in
the 28 GHz frequency band, are part of the toolkit that
will allow 5G to deliver on its promise of very high-speed
wireless communication. A well-known problem with radio
links operating at such high frequencies is that their capacities
can fluctuate very widely over short time spans [3], and this
can seriously degrade TCP’s performance [4], [5]. (Splitting)
PEPs will likely be leveraged in 5G to lessen the impact of
large and fast capacity variations on TCP’s congestion control.
1 https://www.monroe-project.eu/

The object of this study is to investigate how well current
operator SPEPs handle mmWave-like dynamics and how important this sort of proxy will be for 5G. Even though some
proposals of 5G-tailored PEPs have been introduced in the
literature [6]–[8], use of proxies designed for 4G deployments
will still be relevant in upcoming 5G networks; it is likely that
transitioning from 4G will be gradual and both technologies
will coexist in operators’ networks for a number of years.
Since there are not yet 5G mmWave deployments, we emulate
mmWave channel-like characteristics over real-world 4G links.
Key contributions of our paper are: (i) An emulation model
that mimics mmWave channel dynamics. The emulation code,
implemented in python on Linux, has been released as opensource2 . (ii) An evaluation of currently-deployed SPEPs with
mmWave channel-like conditions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first non-simulation evaluation of existing, in
service, cellular proxies under mmWave-like dynamics.
The assumptions and limitations of our mmWave emulation
model are explained and discussed in Section II. Our realworld test setup, based on commercial mobile broadband
deployments, is described in Section III. Experimental results
are presented in Section IV. These results suggest that existing
operator SPEPs may indeed be valuable as a first step to mitigate the impact of mmWave links on TCP, and point at some
mmWave-specific modifications that could be implemented to
further ameliorate performance. Related work is reviewed in
Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. MM WAVE E MULATION M ODEL
Our objective in this paper is to investigate the behaviour
of currently deployed commercial operator TCP SPEPs with
5G mmWave channel dynamics. However, commercial 5G
networks are not yet available for testing, and moreover,
commercial mmWave user equipment (UE) and mobile radio
networks are not expected to be widely deployed for a number
of years after that. With no actual full systems available
for testing, we use current commercial 4G LTE networks
with an emulation model to add 5G mmWave channel-like
characteristics with the goal of informing SPEPs’ eventual
deployment in 5G. Figure 1 shows an overview of how this is
2 Docker module used in MONROE tests complete with python code is
available at: https://hub.docker.com/r/hayesd/mdockers.
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Fig. 1. Emulated 5G mmWave path.

where σ LOS-SF is the variation due to shadow fading in the
LOS state. In these experiments fc = 28 GHz, at the lower
end of the mmWave frequencies, but more likely to see earlier
deployment. And similarly from [10] for NLOS:
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We apply (3)-(4) to our estimates of the actual LTE channel
capacities, as explained below.
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µ
Fig. 2. Two-state Markov model for LOS to NLOS (based on model from [9]).

done with a server element to model the increased packet rates,
and an UE element that models the channel available capacity
dynamics using a mmWave path loss model to calculate a
bottleneck capacity for the Linux HFSC bit rate allocator. We
next describe each of the model components.
A. Server side
The server element restricts the packet size that can be sent
out the 1 Gbps Ethernet port to 192 B allowing a TCP maximum segment size (MSS) of 140 B. This ensures a packet rate
of about 10 times the rate that would have been achieved with
standard 1500 B Ethernet frames. Linux TCP Cubic adapts
its send window cwnd with respect to packets (not bytes), so
its response to the changing available capacity approximates
cwnd dynamics with a capacity of about 10 times what is
available on the path, along the lines of what can be expected
at the lower end of the mmWave spectrum connection with
the conditions and assumptions outlined below.
B. MmWave blocking and fading path loss
5G mmWave channels have much higher peak capacities,
but are greatly affected by momentary blockages of Line of
Sight (LOS) between the base station (BS) and the mobile
receiver (UE). Dramatically different capacities are available in
LOS compared to Non-LOS (NLOS). We model this behaviour
with the simple two-state Markov model shown in Fig. 2 based
on [9]. In our experiments, λ = {0.25, 0.5, 1} transitions/s and
µ is calculated as follows from the probability of being in
LOS [10, Table 7.4.2-1]:
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where in these experiments d2d = d3d = 30 m.

(4)
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C. Download capacity estimation
We obtain the LTE channel Signal to Interference and Noise
Ratio (SINR) from the modem, and use it as a base from which
to estimate the available capacity. The mmWave dynamics are
modelled by applying loss models described in Sec. II-B to
the LTE channel calculations. The modelled cell capacity is
estimated using a truncated version of Shannon’s formula [11]:
K
C=B
× min (T, log (1 + γSINR∗ ))
(5)
log(2)
where B = {10, 20} MHz is the channel bandwidth given by
the modem, K = 0.9449, γ = 0.4852, and T = c15 log(2)
K
where c15 = 5.5547. SINR∗ is the measured LTE SINR, discounted by a safety factor to ensure the Linux Traffic Control
(TC) is regulating the capacity for the LTE experiments and
additionally by the fading model for the mmWave dynamic
emulation experiments:
(
SINR − σ LOS-SF
LTE tests
∗

SINR =
SINR − σ LOS-SF + N (PL, σ) mmWave tests
(6)
where SINR is the value measured by the modem, and
N (−, −) is a normally distributed random number based
on the mean path loss and variance due to shadow fading
appropriate for the current LOS or NLOS state. Thus the
mmWave path loss model adapts the actual LTE path loss
in order to emulate the mmWave capacity dynamics. Each
iteration of the tests uses a different pseudo-random sequence,
but every experiment for the same iteration uses the same
pseudo-random sequence; this ensures that the fairest possible
comparisons can be made. The capacity limit used by the
Linux traffic control assumes 10 concurrent users on the
channel:
C
,
(7)
Cuser =
10
where C is calculated from (5) using (6). Note that although
the assumption of 10 concurrent greedy downloading users
may not be accurate, it is enough when combined with the
use of SINR discounted by σ LOS-SF to ensure that the capacity
set for bit rate limiting in the Linux traffic control on the
receivers is the bottleneck for the duration of the experiment.
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Fig. 3. Example of the traffic controlled capacity on the MONROE node
comparing LTE and the emulated 5G mmWave dynamics calculated from the
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to exceed the actual LTE capacity due to the use of SINR∗ in (6), and in
practice will usually just apply to the backlogged packets in the CoDel queue.
In addition, note that packet rates emulate capacities about 10 times the traffic
controlled capacities.
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Figure 1 illustrates this operation on a MONROE node
(see Sec. III-A) acting as an UE. We use the Hierarchical
fair-service curve (HFSC) with the Real Time service curve
TC qdisc for bandwidth limiting with a 500-packet CoDel
queue with a 5 ms target delay. The queue is large to avoid
overflow, and the CoDel active queue management (AQM)
algorithm [12] is used to avoid batch packet losses that could
adversely (and unrealistically for what is being modelled)
impact TCP’s performance.
In our experiments we measure the channel SINR about
3 times per second, limited by the speed the modem updates
its measurement. We update the mmWave emulated capacity
based on our path loss model about 10 times per second,
limited by the rate at which we can change the TC parameters.
Figure 3 shows the effect of this in comparison to the capacity
that would have been used for LTE under the same conditions.
The figure clearly shows the dramatic capacity reduction that
happens when LOS between the UE and the BS is modelled
as being temporarily blocked (i.e., NLOS).
E. Shortcomings of the 5G mmWave model
Next, we discuss the shortcomings of the emulation model,
though we argue none of these impact the general results and
the corresponding conclusions. These shortcomings are:
1) The queue to the emulated mmWave channel is on the
UE side of the wireless link, when in a real system it
would be on the proxy side. This changes the behaviour
when there is packet loss due to a long queue. There is
only a difference here if there is a SPEP. In our emulated
experiment, if there is a SPEP, it will handle packet
retransmission; where in the actual scenario the sender
would need to retransmit the packet. This is mitigated by
using a large buffer in our model so that packet loss rare
in experiments that traverse a SPEP. In the very unlikely
scenario that this occurs, the CoDel AQM ensures that
the loss is of a nature that does not harm performance.
2) We need to keep the modelled rate controlled capacity
below the actual channel capacity. The higher packet rate
is modelled by using smaller TCP packets, however, there
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Fig. 4. Examples showing ∼100 ms sampled packet counts at the CoDel
queue for a 1 MB file download, together with the available capacity (mmWave
modelled) for perspective. This example was from the Italian node.

is a practical limit on how small packets can be made. We
model packet rates of about 10 times the capacity used for
our LTE tests. MmWave channels have potential for much
higher rates, hence, much larger capacity fluctuations
further degrading TCP’s performance.
3) 5G is expected to exhibit ∼1 ms Round Trip Times
(RTTs) for URLLC slices and ∼8 ms RTTs for eMBB
slices [13]. LTE release 8 can achieve ∼10 ms to ∼16 ms
RTTs depending on the configuration [14, Annex B]. We
cannot emulate delay reductions, however, our end-to-end
results are valid for the tested packet rates with the RTTs
we have. We expect that lower latency user plane RTTs
will further improve the performance of connections that
traverse SPEPs.
4) Linux TC rate control in the Intermediate Function Block
(IFB) interface does not perfectly control the rate, and the
timing of file transfers and rate changes are only accurate
to ∼10 ms. This affects all tests the same way and so it
does not change relative comparisons.
5) Although we choose an MTU of 192 B for the Linux
IFB interface, we cannot control the packet size a SPEP
chooses to send to the 4G modem. Since TCP segment
coalescing is a valid performance enhancement technique
SPEPs use, we note that it occurs (see Fig. 4), but do not
consider it a significant shortcoming of the model.
It is also important to note that we use the same small packet
sizes for both the LTE and mmWave modelled experiments
in order to focus on the effect the channel dynamics has in
relative SPEP performance.
III. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
We use the MONROE testbed to run experiments from
UEs in Norway, Sweden and Italy connecting to a specially
configured web server in Norway.
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A. MONROE platform
The MONROE platform, now operated and maintained
by the MONROE Alliance, was developed within the EU
H2020 MONROE project, and provides the first open-access,
European-scale platform that enables experimentation on operational mobile broadband (MBB) networks [15]. There are
currently around 150 stationary and mobile nodes distributed
in Norway, Sweden, Italy and Spain3 . Each MONROE node
integrates two small programmable computers (PC Engines
APU2 board) interfacing with two 3G/4G MC7455 miniPCI
express modems using LTE CAT6 and one WiFi transceiver.
The node core software, that includes management and
maintenance systems, is based on the Debian GNU/Linux
“stretch” distribution, and creates a controlled ecosystem in
which experiments, deployed inside a virtualized environment
(Docker4 container), can reliably run their operations. Moreover, the platform enables the collection of metadata through
a ZeroMQ5 -based broadcasting service, that continuously runs
in the background.
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Fig. 5. Network topology used in the experiments. Tables list the MONROE
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contrary) that the bottleneck is on the receiver side—created
through the HFSC bit rate limiting.
Surprisingly, we found that many of the operators we tested
did not seem to use a SPEP.6 For the operators that do have a
SPEP, we find that requests on TCP port 80 are split, but
those on port 334347 are not. This allows us to compare
the efficiency of splitting versus not splitting for LTE and
mmWave emulated channel conditions.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We present results based on experiments on eight MONROE
node interfaces located in Norway, Sweden and Italy, focusing
on the limited number of nodes with operators that we found
to use SPEPs. These are represented as country–NodeID–
Operator. For example norway–472–op1 and norway–472–
op2 are in Norway on the same node, node 472, but with
one interface connected to op1 and one to op2.

B. Network topology

A. Node distances and capacities

Figure 5 shows an overview of the network topology used
in the experiments. The web server serves files of size 1 KB,
10 KB, 100 KB and 1 MB, which emulate the cwnd dynamics
of packet transfers of file sizes about 10 times this (i.e.,
roughly 10 KB, 100 KB, 1 MB and 10 MB) since the server
sends 140 B MSS packets instead of the typical ∼1400 B
MSS packets. To keep our experiment focused on mmWave
performance, the files on the web server have been filled
with random data to negate any advantage in a proxy using
compression. In addition, subsequent file requests for the same
file size use a different file to negate any advantage that a
proxy may gain through caching. The server resides in a
high capacity data center, so for the bit rates used in these
experiments, we assume (and have not found evidence to the

Figure 6 graphs the results from the fping8 experiments,
showing the nodes’ relative RTT distance to the dedicated
server in Norway. Due to the high number of samples per
node interface (2400), they are graphed using an enhanced
form of box-and-whisker plot called letter-value [16] plots.
These show the same middle 50 % and median in the widest
box, extend to the middle 75 % in the next widest, 87.5 % in
the next widest, . . . , as the number of samples permit.
For each interface depicted in Fig. 6 there are three superimposed letter-value boxes for the fping results: minimum,
average (darker vertically centered box), and the maximum

3 The Spanish nodes were unavailable for use in these experiments at the
time of testing.
4 https://www.docker.com/.
5 http://zeromq.org.

6 Our findings matched the findings reported in [2] for the operators in
common tested in Norway, Sweden and Italy. Though, in general SPEP usage
is high among operators internationally, it currently is not as common in
Norway and Sweden. Confirmed via private correspondence with the main
author of [2].
7 A port chosen so that it is unlikely packets would go through a SPEP.
8 fping -qI interfacefe -c 10 serverIPaddress. See https://fping.org/fping.1.
html
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the average traffic controlled download capacities
offered to each test iteration for each experimental node. Average capacities
are calculated as the average traffic controlled capacity (see Fig. 1) available
for the duration of each test (e.g. average of what is depicted in Fig. 3). Graph
shows a letter-value [16] representation (1200 samples per box).

from the 10 probe test. The connections over the Norwegian
op1 nodes have a large variation in RTT times indicating a
large amount of queuing and variation in load, though the
minimum and average RTTs are similar across the Norwegian
nodes. The Swedish nodes have a slightly longer minimum
RTT, and the Italian node a significantly longer minimum RTT.
The Italian node helps us to see the effect of a longer distance
from the SPEP to the Norwegian server.
B. Download times
The capacity available for downloads differs significantly
among the different nodes (see Fig. 7). This is due to the
radio reception characteristics of the different locations of
the nodes together with the operator(s) they connect to. The
average capacity indicated on the y-axis is calculated from
the values assigned to the Linux HFSC traffic controller in
our emulation based on the measured SINR and the channel
bandwidth (see Fig. 1 and description in Sec. II-C). It is the
average of these values, such as those shown in Fig. 3, over
the duration of each file transfer. Norway–472–op2 has by far
the largest capacity in these experiments. It is also interesting
to observe the marked difference at the same physical location
between traffic controlled capacities of operators op1 and op2
at node Norway–472.
Generally file download times depend on a number of
different environmental conditions: (i) the radio channel conditions at the time of the download; (ii) for mmWave, the
model emulation based on the estimated LTE capacity and
the emulated path loss; (iii) the RTT to the server; and
(iv) the nature of the PEP (if there is one), and in particular
whether it splits the TCP connection or not (i.e., is it a
SPEP). This paper focuses on the effect of SPEPs. Figure 8
shows the relative download times of 4 of the node interfaces.
Surprisingly norway–472–op2 does not have the performance
advantage over norway–472–op1 that would be expected given
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the available capacities indicated in Fig. 7. Norway–472–op1
traverses a SPEP which in this particular circumstance allows
it to achieve close to the download times of norway–472–op2
with only about 1/4 of the capacity. Norway–472–op1, in this
measure, also performs better than sweden–403–op3 despite
having similar offered capacities and a longer average RTT.
It is also interesting that italy–615–op4 with its much longer
RTT and lower offered capacity manages to achieve such good
relative download times for the 1 MB files. Italy–615–op4 also
traverses a SPEP. We now investigate the advantage that SPEPs
seem to give in these circumstances in more detail, especially
with respect for their potential for improving the efficiency of
data transfers over mmWave channels.
C. Download efficiency
In order to ensure a fair comparison of all the experiments,
independent—as far as possible—of the particular radio conditions during the experiment, we introduce the concept of
download efficiency. We define the download efficiency η as
a measure of how well the download is able to take advantage
of the capacity available at the time:
η=

F/D

(8)

C user
where F is the file size in bits, D is the download time in
seconds, and C user is the average capacity in bits/s—i.e., the
average of (7) (using (3) to (5)) over D seconds. The factor
 = 1.2 is used to account for inaccuracies in measuring D
and in the operation of HFSC in the Linux traffic control in
the MONROE docker container, so that 0 ≤ η ≤ 1.
Figure 9 shows the download efficiencies for file sizes of
{1 kB, 10 kB, 100 kB, 1 MB} for node interfaces norway–472–
op1, norway–472–op2, sweden–403–op3, and italy–615–op4.
Note that the efficiencies are very low for small file sizes and
increase as the file size increases. Even though a 1 kB transfer
only requires 8 packets (7.14 × 140 B MSS, emulating the
packet transmissions of a 10 kB file using ∼1400 B MSS),
which is within TCP’s initial window size of 10 in these
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experiments, the small file size transfers are inefficient as they
do not need all the available capacity and do not use it. As
file sizes get larger, more of the capacity can be used, but it
takes time for TCP Cubic to take advantage of it, and TCP’s
increase may be abruptly halted or slowed by changes in the
radio channel’s capacity.
Observe that some operators exhibit a significant difference
in efficiency between downloads using port 80 compared to
those using port 33434 and others do not. Operators norway–
472–op2 and sweden–403–op3 do not show the performance
increase on port 80 that would be expected if they used a SPEP.
Sweden–403–op3 generally has lower available capacities than
norway–472–op2, but shows a higher efficiency. The server
uses TCP Cubic with 140 B MSS TCP payloads emulating
what would be the packet rate for a capacity about 10 times
the actual available capacity if more usual 1400 B MSS were
used. The higher capacity of norway–472–op2 cannot be fully
utilized due to TCP Cubic’s inability to achieve the packet rate
equivalent to the emulated equivalent rate of about 100 Mbps.
Norway–472–op2’s emulated mmWave and LTE efficiencies

are similar for the same reason. Sweden–403–op3 manages to
use more than 50 % of its lower capacity, enough to begin to
see a difference in mmWave performance compared to LTE.
We refer now to the node interfaces that exhibit significantly
higher efficiencies when using port 80, norway–472–op1 and
italy–615–op4, indicating SPEP use on port 80 but not on
port 33434 (top and bottom rows in Fig. 9). Comparing the
efficiency of transfers from the two operators (op1 and op2)
from the same node (norway–472) we find the operator using
a SPEP on port 80 (norway–472–op1) is much more efficient
than the operator that does not use a SPEP on port 80 (norway–
472–op2). This illustrates why norway–472–op1 was able to
achieve the comparable download times to norway–472–op2
(see Fig. 8) despite its lower capacity (see Fig. 7). These SPEP
related performance gains can be seen in norway–472–op1 for
10 kB files and larger, and in italy–615–op4 for 100 kB files
and larger. The longer RTT for italy–615–op4 limits how fast
Cubic can ramp up its rate, limiting SPEP gains for smaller
transfers.
The efficiency achieved over the mmWave emulated channel
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is generally lower than that over the LTE channel, and with a
larger spread indicating that there is potential for mmWave
specific improvements for current operator SPEPs. For the
mmWave emulated channel, the efficiency will also depend on
how well the SPEP can handle the huge fluctuations caused
by LOS-to-NLOS blocking, and how often these occur in a
transfer. We look at this phenomenon in detail in the following
section.
D. Effect of LOS to NLOS transition rates
First we look at the combined efficiencies of all five node
interfaces that exhibit SPEP behaviour: four Norwegian interfaces connecting to op1 and the Italian interface connecting to
op4 (see Fig. 10). Comparing the download efficiencies over
emulated mmWave channel for port 80 transfers with those for
port 33434, it is clear that there is a benefit to using SPEPs
for file sizes from 10 kB and larger in these tests (noting that
these represent emulated transfers 10× larger due to our use
of 140 B MSS packets). These results show a general trend
of reducing efficiency as the rate of LOS to NLOS increases
from 0.25 transitions/s to 1.0 transitions/s. This illustrates the
impact of SPEPs when either the UE is moving or objects
around it move to block LOS, as would happen in a typical
streetscape. At 1 MB this trend can also be seen to a much
lesser degree for transfers over port 33434 which bypass

the SPEP. The spread of efficiencies is largest for 10 kB
transfers and gradually reduces as the transfer size increases
for both SPEP transfers and non SPEP transfers, however
SPEP transfers experience the widest variation in download
efficiencies. MmWave specific improvements in SPEPs may be
able to reduce this spread, improving the overall efficiencies,
an area currently being investigated with simulations [6],
[7]. However, existing operator SPEPs do give a significant
performance benefit.
As noted previously, the performance improvement given
by a SPEP depends on node specific factors. To investigate
this, Fig. 11 compares efficiency with respect to LOS-toNLOS transition rates (λ = {0.25, 0.5, 1.0}) for the 1 MB
transfer over the mmWave modelled channel for each of the
5 tested nodes that transfer via a SPEP on port 80. At this
file size there is a slight difference in efficiencies between
the different LOS-to-NLOS rates (λ) for the tests that bypass
the SPEP (port 33434 experiments), generally slightly less
efficient for higher values of λ. All nodes show a significant
efficiency gain for SPEP (port 80) transfers over transfers that
bypass the SPEP for the same LOS-to-NLOS rate. Generally,
there is a distinct loss in efficiency as the LOS-to-NLOS
rate (λ) increases, though this is not as clear for norway–
472–op1. This is related to the lower RTT the Norwegian

nodes have compared to the Italian node (see Fig. 6) and the
higher capacity norway–472–op1 has compared to the other
Norwegian nodes (see Fig. 7). Also, generally there is an
increase in the spread as λ increases, though this is not clear in
norway–470–op1 and may be due to the low average capacity
it exhibits (see Fig. 7). Since norway–444–op1 and italy–
615–op4 have similar average capacities, but very different
RTTs, the effect of the different RTTs can be more readily
compared. The shorter RTT allows slightly higher efficiencies
for transfers over a SPEP, and a lower spread in efficiencies
for transfers that bypass the SPEP. A shorter RTT helps ensure
the SPEP’s buffers do not empty, allowing it to better use the
available capacity.
The efficiency of SPEPs in these mmWave emulated experiments depends to different extents on the end-to-end RTT, the
average available capacity, and the LOS-to-NLOS rate (λ). It
is expected that a smaller UE-to-SPEP RTT will enable SPEPs
to react more quickly to the changing mmWave capacity dynamics, especially as LOS-to-NLOS increases. Unfortunately,
to test this we cannot emulate the smaller radio interface
delays that 5G networks will have9 . Allowing SPEPs to buffer
larger amounts of data may help mitigate the end-to-end RTT
issue for large transfers, though the rate ramp-up time of TCP
also contributes to this problem. Another measure, practical
in some circumstances, is to reduce the RTT by moving the
content closer to the edge of the networks. Large-scale content
caching [17] may also help for some applications, however,
performance gains from caching are beyond the scope of this
paper.10

paign spanning four countries and 11 operators, and shed light
into the presence of middleboxes in the mobile ecosystem.
The performance of TCP over mmWave links has been
the subject of a few studies. To the best of our knowledge,
all these studies have been based in simulation frameworks
like the one by Mezzavilla et al. [3], developed for the ns-3
network simulator. Zhang et al. [4] investigate TCP’s expected
performance over 5G mmWave connections using ns-3. Their
findings show that TCP benefits from a shorter control loop
and ask the question “Should we (re)consider splitting TCP
at some point?”. Pieska and Kassler [24] look at the tradeoff
in TCP performance between capacity and latency due to the
LOS-NLOS dynamics, assuming a buffer that implements the
CoDel AQM method.
TCP SPEPs for mmWave links have been considered in
[6]–[8], and their performance evaluated with ns-3. Polese
et al. [6] propose a special TCP proxy for mmWave they
call milliProxy. The proxy splits the TCP control loop and
manipulates the MSS. Based on our results, we argue that
current splitting proxies can also do the job, though the closer
the server to the UE the better. Kim et al. [7] propose a
special proxy for mmWave, called mmPEP. It tries to take
advantage of the relatively short time from NLOS to LOS,
betting that LOS will come soon and not slowing down the
TCP sender. Kim et al. [8] also propose a caching modification
to TCP, called mmTCP, where the base station splits the TCP
connection. Lost packets requested by the UE can be served
by the BS cache.

V. R ELATED W ORK

VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

Performance enhancing middleboxes are widely deployed in
the Internet and especially in mobile networks, hence, it is of
great interest to measure and characterize their behavior. The
impact of middleboxes on measurements was explored in [18]
where the authors proposed a methodology for measurements
in MBB networks. Farkas et al. [19] used numerical simulations to quantify the performance improvements of proxies
in LTE networks. Becker et al. [20] worked on analysis of
application-level performance of LTE, and detected middleboxes deployed on LTE networks, studying their impact on
the measured performance. A thorough analysis to characterize
the behavior and performance impact of deployed proxies on
MBB networks was carried out in [21] where the authors
enumerate the detailed TCP-level behavior of MBB proxies
for various network conditions and Web workloads. Although
the common belief is that proxies always provide performance
benefits, Hui et al. [22] showed that they can actually hurt
performance by revealing that direct server-client connections
may have lower retransmission rates and higher throughput.
Khatouni et al. [23] analyze the results of a large scale cam-

We found that current operator 4G LTE SPEPs do significantly increase the performance of transfers across our
emulated 5G mmWave channels, for all but small transfers.
5G’s smaller delays on the radio interface will help existing
SPEPs cope better with the demands of mmWave transmission,
although larger buffers may be required on current SPEPs to
make efficient use of increased link rates by ensuring they
have data to send when capacity is available.
The LOS blocking rates are also significant in the performance of SPEPs with mmWave dynamics. We saw how
performance decreases as average transition rates increase,
indicating their impact when the UE moves or objects around
it move. Higher mmWave frequencies will further exacerbate
the effects of momentary LOS blocking and are a topic for
further study.
Although existing 4G LTE SPEPs can significantly boost
the performance of 5G mmWave and will be instrumental in
the transition to 5G, we believe that further improvements
will be possible as practical understanding of the deployed
mmWave channel dynamics becomes clearer in the different
scenarios proxies will operate in. We also expect that 5G’s
ability to utilize more than one concurrent radio channel could
be leveraged by SPEPs to make yet more efficient use of the
available channels and will explore this in future work.

9 We

can only add to the delay.
specifically avoid the effect of caching in this paper by always using
a different, random data filled, file for each transfer, so we can concentrate
on splitting gains.
10 We
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